Abstract:
In the near future the vision of global knowledge where the information which should be made available to public becomes «public goods» will come true. Such a tendency is called a «tendency of open approach» and it supports the idea of open electronic approach. Traditional learning is becoming absolutely insufficient without the implementation of modern electronic models for learning. E learning is a term which slowly but surely and inevitably enters our educational world. Educational principles which developed countries define are always based on open market, high technologies and mobility of workers. Education is faced with great demands in the world and it is logical that education in our country has to satisfy the same demands. Developed technologies in education need the introduction of libraries, information systems, centres with different knowledge sources as well as developed systems for E learning. Primary request of the educational system in any developed country is to satisfy the basic needs, namely literate population and equal rights for all. The main objective is increasing quality and efficiency of education. This paper explains and systematize the definition and structure for E learning.